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WHY BLINDSAVE?

Goalkeeper is the most important player on the court in 
floorball. It’s the fact. Why? Because goalkeeper’s success 
or mistakes changes result of the game. 

BLINDSAVE is the only brand in the floorball world which 
100% is focusing on development of goalie equipment. 

Since the first day, BLINDSAVE enhances the goalie’s 
abilities by giving the goalie a product that allows them a 
higher level of comfort, safety and confidence. When we are 
creating a product, we are thinking about how to improve 
the goalie's performance. There is no other brand who cares 
this so much as we do. Because behind BLINDSAVE always 
was and will be standing a goalie. 

We at BLINDSAVE are striving to develop the most 
innovative goalie gear. Together with the world’s top 
goalkeepers we are looking for the best solutions to create 
a premium quality goalie equipment line. We want to be a 
part of goalie’s success. Our mission is to make goalie's life 
better. 

Welcome to the new goalies world!

Andis Blinds, founder of BLINDSAVE



GOALIE MASK SHARK

New & innovative design
Designed according to ergonomic engineering standards
Carbon glass & carbon fiber (limited edition) model
New cat-eye grill
BLINDSAVE original mask inserts decrease noise level after the ball hit
Lightweight
Certified by IFF
Made in Latvia (EU)

Code: BMSB04, BMSW04, BMSC04,
Size: One size
Color: black, white, carbon fiber

The most innovative goalie
mask in the market

BLINDSAVE original mask inserts decrease noise level after the ball hit

The most innovative goalie
mask in the market



GOALIE SHOES

New design concept for goalie shoes 
Probably the most durable goalie shoes on the market
Extra protection on top of the shoe
Next generation fabrics
Super light & elastic

Code: BGS12,
Size: 36-46
Color: black/white

Our main goal was to make
our shoes more durable than

other brands



Supreme quality
and performance
Supreme quality
and performance

GOALIE SUIT SUPREME

Premium black & white color combination
New generation fabrics
Goalie fit- makes you look big in the net
Improved shape of goalie pants - more flexible with freedom of movement
Rebound control (!) in goalie pants
Mesh fabrics to provide ventilation integrated in jersey and pants 
Less weight for goalie pants
New size XXL
Available for custom made

Supreme quality
and performance
Supreme quality
and performance

Mesh fabrics to provide ventilation integrated in jersey and pants Mesh fabrics to provide ventilation integrated in jersey and pants 
Less weight for goalie pants
New size XXL
Available for custom made

Code: BJB03, BJW03, BGP03,
Size: XS-XXL
Color: black, white





KNEE PADS ORIGINAL

Upgraded design
Ultimate protection, safety and comfort
Less weight
The biggest choice of paddings - soft, hard, mix
Changeable padding
Orthopaedic fabric 
Anti-slide rubber line integrated in the knee pads
Improved strap system

Code: BKOS01, BKOH01, BKOM01
Size: S-XL
Color: black

BLINDSAVE bestseller
since 2015



CHANGEABLE PADDINGS

Code: BSP01
Size: One size
Color: black

Code: BHP01
Size: One size
Color: black

Code: BMP01
Size: One size
Color: black / gray

MIX padding

HARD padding

SOFT padding

The latest type of padding from BLINDSAVE
Combination of soft and hard padding
Double layout protection with a special knee area on the pad

Thinner padding with harder surface
Provides excellent protection on hard floors
Popular among PRO goalies

The most sold padding
Provides incredibly high comfort level
Perfect choice for goalies with soft and sensitive knees
According to goalies, this type of padding has saved many goalkeepers knees!

BLINDSAVE was the �rst �oorball
brand which was o�ering changeable
padding since 2012



New concept for knee pads
in �oorball
New concept for knee pads
in �oorball

KNEE PADS LONG

Absolutely new concept of floorball knee pads
Longer design provides more protection, especially on shins
Innovative holding system insures a perfect fit
High level of comfort
Freedom of movement
Ergonomic design of pads ensures flexibility
Lightweight garment
Orthopaedic fabric 

Code: BKL01
Size: one size S-XL
Color: black



PROTECTION VEST 
New generation

New upgraded design
New generation technology for rebound control of double layer
Superior protection
The padding is more flexible and adjusts to user's body once gets in touch with the heat of body
New design provides improved comfort level
More freedom of movement
Lightweight garment
Extra protection on elbow and wrist part for a long sleeve vest
Available as short & long sleeve vest

Code: BRCSS02, BRCLS02, BPV02
Size: XS-XXL
Color: black

PROTECTION VEST

New design
Superior protection
New generation technology
Improved comfort level
Inventor of rebound control 
in floorball since 2012

REBOUND
CONTROL

New generation

Inventor of rebound control
in �oorball since 2012



GOALIE GLOVES

New design in black & white color combination
Super light, breathable gloves
Thin and sticky surface technology (OHC) provides a perfect control of the ball
Keeps your hands safe, even from the toughest shots
Stretchy lycra fabric ensures a perfect fit and comfort

Code: BGB06, BGW06,
Size: XS-XL
Color: black / white

Special OHC (one-handed catch)
technology provides excellent ball control



PADDED GOALIE SHORTS, JOCKSTRAP
New type of padded goalie shorts
Protection on hips
Padding made from BAT (body adjust technology)
High quality compression fabrics from Italy
Outstanding comfort level
Freedom of movement
Lightweight garment
Integrated place for a cup
Extra rebound control effect for Padded shorts PRO +

Code: BGS07
Size: XS-XXL
Color: black

Paddings adjust the shape to user’s body
experiencing the game like you were not
wearing any padding at all

Paddings adjust the shape to user’s body
experiencing the game like you were not
wearing any padding at all

Code: BJ07
Size: One size
Color: black

Code: BPSPP07
Size: XS-XXL
Color: black



ELBOW PROTECTORS

Super light garment - only 65 grams!
Padding made from BAT (body adjust technology)
Superior protection
Integrated silicon rubber to prevent sliding
High quality compression fabrics from Italy
Breathable mesh fabric will keep you cool and avoid overheating

Code: BEP09
Size: S/M and L/XL
Color: black

You can dive, fall  and always feel
safe and protected



GOALIE BAG

Modern design - black & grey colors 
Perfect size - fits for all goalie gear (90 L) 
Durable materials 
High quality rolling wheels 
Super light (4kg)
Opportunity to select chapters inside the bag 
Adjustable backpack system 
Additional pocket for shoes

Code: BGB10,
Size: One size
Color: black

Modern design - black & grey colors 
Perfect size - fits for all goalie gear (90 L) 

High quality rolling wheels 

Opportunity to select chapters inside the bag 
Adjustable backpack system Adjustable backpack system 
Additional pocket for shoes

Specially designed for
goalie needs



COMPRESSION WEAR

Code: BCSLSB08, BCSLSW08
Size: XS-XXL
Color: black, white

Code: BCSSSB08, BCSSSW08
Size: XS-XXL
Color: black, white

Code: BSCB08, BSCW08
Size: XS-XXL
Color: black, white

Code: BCPB08,BCPW08
Size: XS-XXL
Color: black, white

Perfect fit
High quality compression fabrics from Italy
Absorbs sweat
Ensures freedom of movement
Provides muscle support
Integrated place for a cup in shorts

Compression underwear is important
to make goalies feel comfortable and 
provide nice contact with a body and 
equipment.

BCSLSB08, BCSLSW08BCSLSB08, BCSLSW08BCSLSB08, BCSLSW08 Code: BCSSSB08, BCSSSW08
Size: XS-XXL

BCSSSB08, BCSSSW08

 black, white

BCPB08,BCPW08
: XS-XXL

 black, white

BCPB08,BCPW08



KIDS GOALIE SET

“All in one” concept
Padded jersey
Goalie pants with built-in knee pads
Removable knee pads inserts for goalie pants 
Braces for goalie pants to ensure a perfect holding
Knee pads made according to BLINDSAVE adults ORIGINAL model 

Code: BGPK05, BGJK05, BKOK05 (knee pads)
Size: 140-150cm, 150-160cm
Color: black

Safe & simple is the principle how we
tried to create this goalie gear for kids



APPAREL

Hoody
Code: BHB10, BHW10
Size: S-XL
Color: white, black

Snapback
Code: BSB10
Size: one size
Color: black.whtie

Bottle
Code: BB10
Size: one size
Color: black

Winter beanie
Code: BWB10
Size: one size
Color: black



Towel
Code: BT10
Size: one size
Color: black

Wristband with rebound control
Code: BWRCB10, BWRCW10
Size: one size
Color: black, white

T-shirt 2020
Code: BTS10
Size: S-XL
Color: dark blue

Reaction ball
Code: BRBW11
Size: one size
Color: red, white

Size:
Color:

 one size
Color: black, whiteColor: black, whiteColor:

T-shirt 2020
Code: BTS10

 S-XL
Color: dark blueColor: dark blueColor:

Reaction ball
Code:
Size:
Color:

Wristband with rebound control



CUSTOM MADE GOALIE SUITS

BLINDSAVE is the only brand which offers custom made goalie suits
Excellent opportunity to create your own design
Three different goalie suits available for customiser
Production time: 3-4 weeks

Only available at www.blindsavefloorball.com/customizer



FEEDBACK FROM TOP GOALIES



www.blindsave�oorball.com

For goalies by goalie


